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Nick McCarty comes out of retirement at the urging of his partner, Gus Nason. After a difficult hit

overseas, his stepdaughter Jean asks Nick to intercede in a teacher's problematic family troubles. In

no time at all, the bodies are piling up, and the tendrils threatening both Nick's family, along with his

bestselling author status spread at record speed.  A stone-cold killer with family and friends is a

dangerous business, but when bad people threaten Nick's Pacific Grove home, it becomes a deadly

business. Nick's up to the mark, with his family and friends holding on tight for yet another McCarty

journey into darkness.Book 3 - Sins and SanctionsEl Muerto began as a joke by writer/assassin

Nick McCartyâ€™s partner, Gus. In Nickâ€™s offbeat sense of violent humor, he makes El Muerto

into a terrifying legend. Adding his partner Gus into the mix as Payaso his sidekick, Nick enters the

realm of serial killers and terrorists with a vengeance. Nick McCartyâ€™s new boss opens the keys

to the kingdom for the coldest blooded killer heâ€™s ever met. Deciding when fighting psychopathic

murderers and terrorist cells hell bent on Americaâ€™s destruction, there is one old football clichÃ©

that fits â€“ winning isnâ€™t everythingâ€¦ itâ€™s the only thing. Nickâ€™s book tour turns into a

bloody rampage, leaving little doubt he embraces his bossâ€™s new management style. Returning

to his Pacific Grove refuge with family and friends, Nick decides to bring his deadly business more

into the openâ€¦ and business is good.The Cold Blooded Assassin SeriesCold Blooded 1Cold

Blooded 2: Killer MovesCold Blooded 3: Sins and SanctionsCold Blooded 4: Bloody ShadowsCold

Blooded 5: Nightmare in RedCold Blooded 6: Red Horizons "Bernard Lee DeLeo is one of the

purest writing talents I have ever had the pleasure of reading - a brilliant writing talent that I can only

envy."James Byron Huggins - New York Times Bestselling Author
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This is my second time reading this series. I love Nick and his entire family--somehow, DeLeo is

able to show the action, the (sometimes wacky) humor and Nick's deadly personality from each

person's point of view.Nick is The Equalizer with a MAD MAGAZINE sense of humor. Read the

dialogs with "situational awareness," because this author is a genius at bringing quotes from popular

culture seamlessly into conversations. Don't lose your place when you drop your reader because

you're laughing so hard...and thinking "that is sooo wrong"!

Just a great read.This one has Nick McCarty his pregnant wife Rachel, daugher Jean, Deke the

Australian Shepherd and partner Gus Nason.Nick and family live in Groves Point., CA. Nicks very

nice house overlooks the beach. Its a place Nick and family call home. Nick never thought he could

get into the family thing but now that he has he finds he's very happy being a husband to Rachel

and a Father to Jean and having a son on the way.Nick's been trying to retire from his assassin job.

Gus, however, thinks he should keep his hand in the game just in case. Nick's daughter Jean also

has a couple of problems she wants Nick to solve. A very reluctant Nick.Nick takes a job in the

sandbox. This one in Iran. Gus is along as his number two. He of course tells Rachel he's

"researching" his latest Diego novel a story Rachel doesn't buy for minute one.Nick kills his man

after having to wait three days for the perfect shot. Nick is sick of sand, sweat and waiting. He's

looking forward to Groves Point. Nick decides that this is the last time he will be in the sandbox.He

and Gus are in Port Fujairah. They make it back to port after blowing an Iranian gunboat out of the

water after said gunboat tried to blow them up. No survivors. Nick and Gus could care less.They are

in Port Fujairah at the Harbor Club to meet the man who hired them, one Gil Montrose.The hit was

sanctioned by the CIA and Montrose is the contact. Montrose tries to screw Nick on payment Nick is

not pleased and has no problem letting Montrose know how close to death he is. Montrose backs



down and payment if forwarded to Nick's account. They then part company.In the middle of the

night four men appear. The four weren't nearly good enough. The four are now among the missing

and Montrose is among the dead.After their return Nick tries to disuade Jean from getting him

involved in the problems of others. Jean isn't disuaded and Nick decides to try to see if he can

help.Nick convinces the parents of Jeans best friend that dealing drugs is a no no. His methods are

far from civil, moral or humane. The parents caught the damned clue. Problem number one

solved.Number two involves Jean's teacher Dimah Kader who is Muslim.Dimah is engaged to a US

Marine. A Marine who's stationed in Afghanistan.The family is not pleased.Dimah's Uncle Naseer

and cousin Saif have been involved in honor killing in the Middle East. Dimah is afraid she is next on

their list.Nick can't stand Sharia Law and he removes Uncle Naseer. A heart attack rather like the

one Montrose suffered.Nick also removes Saif when that moron charges through the school full of

kids with a gun and takes shots at Dimah.Nick tackles the idiot and makes it look like Saif was shot

when the gun they were both struggling for went off. Nick is grazed in the head but manages to kill

Saif before he passes out. When he comes to he discovers that he's a hero.So begins one

humorous and very good read.This one has Nick, Rachel, Jean, Gus, Gus's fiance Tina, Deke, the

CIA, murder, attempted murder, Nick's property in Carmel Valley, a new very trustworthy CIA

Handler, some dirty CIA agents, a couple of dirty newscasters, Nicks old pals Tim and Grace from

the US Marshals office, the AG's Office, Dan, Carol and Joe from Groves Point, the Kader family

who keep trying to kill Nick, a yacht called the Shalimar, a high end prostitute, her pimp, a "hacker"

chip, everyones after, an old enemy of Nicks from his Delta days, a book signing tour, a few more

deaths on that tour, Nick and family finding that living in peace is something that is apparantly out of

their reach and a Nick who's beginning to believe that a peaceful life is highly overrated.Just a great

read full of humor, loads of action, new characters and worth way more than five Stars.

I liked it. I finished it. Seemed to be redundant and the banter was non stop. The volence didn't

botherm I read a lot of thisd style. Just seemed like it was the same every chapter.Loved the 1st

one.

Nick McCarty is an assassin-for-hire who was first introduced to us with the companion novel "Cold

Blooded". He is a family man now but is still a psycho - a fact that the author takes great pains to

continually point out to us. He has no sense of morality, yet maintains a protective and loving

relationship with his wife and daughter. Hey if Dexter Morgan can do it, so can Nick, right?I enjoyed

the plot of both of these books, which is why I kept reading. What I didn't enjoy was the dialogue



and repetition. It wasn't realistic. In real life, it's occasionally okay to provide a one-word answer or

even a grunt when someone makes a jibe at you. In real life, people don't keep throwing jibes at

you, over and over and over - and always the same ones - while you keep responding in full

paragraphs, outlining exactly how bad-ass you are. This is what annoyed me about both

books.These interactions were occasionally broken up by well-written spurts of action, which

partially mitigated the redundant scenes. This made the overall chore of reading the stories worth

my while.

I am not a BK! If you read the series at least through Book 5 you will know what I mean. Entertaining

pulp fiction. I do agree with his opinion of this country and its policies.

Nick and his merry band of family and friends provides us with innovative ways of righting wrongs in

our society. I especially enjoy the humor Bernard Lee Deleo brings to the characters throughout his

books. Bernard subtly points out problems with our so-called governmental intelligence agencies

and their inefficient and counterproductive methods. I recommend all of the Nick McCarty books to

all readers who are entertained with "good guys" kicking ass to the low life members of our society.

Keep up the good work Bernard, Nick, Gus, Rachel, Deke, and especially Jean and best of luck for

future novels.

Again all I can say is that I will look forward to the next book by Bernard Lee DeLeo, for it is a fun

read with good dialogue.

Super Assassin Nick McCarty continues to build a body count second to none. In Style on top of

that! The author Mr. DeLeo has quite the imagination as he builds a tight knit family of players (AKA

Killers) I have actually laughed out loud during some of the most intense chapters because of the

special way the characters intermingle. Most worthy of 5 star!
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